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Next Step Quilt Designs 
Paper Sky 70”x79” 

Next Step 

Quilt 

Designs 

Fabric Requirements Yards Meters 

Fabric B -  Background 

  (background not including blocks 2½ yd/2.3m 

   then add fabric for blocks) 

4¼ 

 

 

3.90 

 

 

Fabric P -  Blocks - Pale  

Fabric L -  Blocks - Light 

Fabric M -  Blocks - Medium 

Fabric D -  Blocks - Dark 

⅔  

each 

0.60 

each 

Fabric A -  Inner Border ⅜ 0.60 

Fabric C -  Outer Border 1¼ 1.10 

Fabric E -  Binding ⅔ 0.60 

Backing  -  Vertical seam 2½ 2.30 

All fabrics same 
amount so that you 
can choose where 
you want to put 
which value. 

Welcome to Paper Sky Quilt Along brought to you by Quiltnasium. 

Paper Sky is designed so that you can create your own quilt similar to mine or 

change the layout completely. During the layout instructions, we will attempt to 

explain how I laid out the blocks and calculated the in between sections. This 

sounds hard but it isn’t. You will need graph paper (1/4” squares) for this. 

The last few quilts have been created using value, i.e. light, medium and dark. Mine 

will be a two colour quilt where the star blocks are based on value, not colour. The 

instructions will also be in gray scale, i.e. white, shades of gray and black, not 

colour. 

This quilt along is free for a limited period of time. It is recommended that you follow 

along and down load the blocks as we go along because they will only be available 

at no cost for two weeks at a time. After the two weeks, you can purchase the block 

for $2.00. 

Because the blocks in this quilt have never been sewn we have tried to calculate 

fabric requirements so that you will have enough fabric to complete the quilt. The 

background not including the blocks is noted under Fabric B requirements. If you 

are concerned with leftover fabric do what I do. I now piece the leftover fabric 

together to make back art, thus using up all the fabric and purchasing less of the 

backing fabric. 

Do not be afraid. Come join me in this journey. 

 


